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The Story
	The train stood at the Amtrak station in Washington DC at 10:00 AM on March 15, 2005.
	The train was scheduled to depart for New York City at 10:30 AM and arrive at 1:30 PM on March 15.
	John arrived at the Amtrak station at 10:15 AM.
	John boarded the train at 10:20 AM and handed the ticket to the conductor.
	The conductor punched the ticket.
	John sat by a window.
	The train left the Amtrak station on time.




Fact Extractor
	Extracted facts:

person(john).
city(washington_dc).
city(new_york_city).
verb(stood).
noun(train).
noun(amtrak_station).
time(t10_00am).
event_num(e1).
in_sentence(e1,1).
event_actor(e1,train).
event_temp(e1,stood).
parameter(e1,at,amtrak_station).
parameter(e1,in,washington_dc).
parameter(e1,at,t10_00am).
occurs(e1,march,15).
occurs_year(e1,2005).
 	              +----------------------------MVp---------------------------+
               +----------------------MVp---------------------+           |
               +-------------MVp-------------+                |           |
               |     +-------Js-------+      |                |           |
               |     |  +------Ds-----+      +------Js-----+  +---Js---+  |
 +--Ds-+---Ss--+-MVp-+  |     +---AN--+      |      +---G--+  |   +Dmcn+  +-
 |     |       |     |  |     |       |      |      |      |  |   |    |  |
the train.n stood.v at the Amtrak station.n in Washington DC at 10:00 AM on
  +----TY----+
ON+-TM-+ +-Xd+Xc+
  |    | |   |  |
March 15 , 2005 .



WordNet Association
	Using hypernyms for nouns
	travel, public transport, conveyance
	Input: train
	Output: transportation(train).

Sense 1
train, railroad train
       => public transport
           => conveyance, transport
               => instrumentality, instrumentation
                   => artifact, artefact
                       => whole, unit
                           => object, physical object
                               => physical entity
                                   => entity
Sense 2
string, train
       => series
           => ordering, order, ordination
               => arrangement
                   => group, grouping
                       => abstraction
                           => abstract entity
                               => entity



WordNet Association
	Using noun hypernyms to associate persons
	Input: conductor
	Output: person(conductor).

Sense 3
conductor
       => material, stuff
           => substance, matter
               => physical entity
                   => entity
Sense 4
conductor
       => collector, gatherer, accumulator
           => holder, bearer
               => capitalist
                   => person, individual, someone, somebody, mortal, soul
                       => organism, being
                           => living thing, animate thing
                               => object, physical object
                                   => physical entity
                                       => entity
                       => causal agent, cause, causal agency
                           => physical entity
                               => entity



WordNet Association
	Using verb hypernyms, associate a verb that has a “is_a” relation with other verbs
	Input: stood
	Output: 
	is_a(stood,rest).
	is_a(stood,be).

	 is_a(stood,resist).
	 ….

12 senses of stand
Sense 1
stand, stand up
       => rest
           => be
          Also See-> stand up#1
Sense 2
stand
       => be
          Also See-> stand for#3; stand out#1; stand out#2; stand by#1; stand by
#3; stand firm#1
Sense 3
stand
       => be
Sense 4
stand, remain firm
       => resist, hold out, withstand, stand firm
           => fight, oppose, fight back, fight down, defend
               => contend, fight, struggle



Sense Matching
	Assign correct senses to the verbs based on the extracted facts


%% verb V means occupying a place or location
event(E,be) :-  event_actor(E,TR), parameter(E,at,C),
				event_temp(E,V), is_a(V,be),
				parameter(E,at,T).
%% verb V means occupying a place or location
event(E,be) :-  event_actor(E,TR), parameter(E,in,C),
				event_temp(E,V), is_a(V,be),
				parameter(E,at,T).



Event Ordering
	Order events based on time occurrences

Assign a timepoint to each actual time and create an intermediate timepoint between actual timepoints
Order the timepoints
Assign events with known time to timepoints
Assign events with unknown time based on sentence ordering



Event Ordering
	The train stood at the Amtrak station in Washington DC at 10:00 AM on March 15, 2005.
	The train was scheduled to depart for New York City at 10:30 AM and arrive at 1:30 PM on March 15.
	John arrived at the Amtrak station at 10:15 AM.
	John boarded the train at 10:20 AM and handed the ticket to the conductor.
	The conductor punched the ticket.
	John sat by a window.
	The train left the Amtrak station on time.
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Action rules
	Occurrences of actions based on extracted facts
	Executability of actions


#domain event_num(E).
#domain city(C).
#domain transportation(TR).

%% transportation TR is at location number LN at timepoint TP
o(be_at(TR,LN),TP) :- event_actor(E,TR), event(E,be),
			      	parameter(E,in,C), planned_stop(LN,C),
			      	is_associated(E,TP).

%% person P enters transportation TR at timepoint TP
o(enter(P,TR),TP) :- event_actor(E,P), object(E,TR), event(E,enter),
		     		is_associated(E,TP), not -o(enter(P,TR),TP).

%% person P cannot enter train TR at timepoint TP if P does not own
%% a ticket
-o(enter(P,TR),TP) :- -h(own(P,W),TP), W=ticket.
#domain person(P;P1).
#domain timepoint(TP;TP1).
#domain location(LN;LN1;LN2;LN3).



Fluent-Action Rules
	  Describe direct and indirect effects of actions


%% Person P is at location number LN at timepoint TP
h(p_at(P,LN),TP) :- o(be_at(P,LN),TP).

%% Transportation TR is at location number LN at timepoint TP h(t_at(TR,LN),TP) :- o(be_at(TR,LN),TP).
		
%% Person P is in transportation TR at timepoint TP
h(in(P,TR),TP) :- o(enter(P,TR),TP).

%% Person P is at the same location as transportation TR
%% if P is in TR					   
h(p_at(P,LN),TP) :- h(t_at(TR,LN),TP), h(in(P,TR),TP).
-h(p_at(P,LN),TP) :- -h(t_at(TR,LN),TP), h(in(P,TR),TP).



Question Processor
	Translate questions to AnsProlog rules

    +--------------------Xp-------------------+
    |             +-------MVp------+          |
    |             +----SIs---+     |          |
    +---Wq--+--PF-+    +--Ds-+     +-ON+-TM-+ |
    |       |     |    |     |     |   |    | |
LEFT-WALL where was.v the train.n on March 15 ?
query(C) :- h(t_at(ACTOR,LN),TP), planned_stop(LN,C), event_actor(E,ACTOR), 
ACTOR=train,
occurs(E,MO,DAY), is_associated(E,TP),
MO=3, DAY=15.













Question Processor


    +--------------------Xp-------------------+
    |             +-----------Ost-----------+ |
    |             +----SIs---+              | |
    +---Wq--+--Q--+    +--Ds-+--Mp-+-Jp+    | |
    |       |     |    |     |     |   |    | |
LEFT-WALL where was.v the train.n at 10:00 AM ?
query(C) :- h(t_at(ACTOR,LN),TP), planned_stop(LN,C), event_actor(E,ACTOR), 
ACTOR=train,
timepoint(TP,at,T),
T=t10_00am.













Question Processor
	Where was the train on March 15?

query0(C) :- h(t_at(train,LN),TP), planned_stop(LN,C), event_actor(E,train), occurs(E,3,15), is_associated(E,TP).
query0(C) :- h(p_at(train,LN),TP), planned_stop(LN,C), event_actor(E,train), occurs(E,3,15), is_associated(E,TP).
query0(W) :- in(W,C), h(t_at(train,LN),TP), planned_stop(LN,C), event_actor(E,train), occurs(E,3,15), is_associated(E,TP).
query0(W) :- in(W,C), h(p_at(train,LN),TP), planned_stop(LN,C), event_actor(E,train), occurs(E,3,15), is_associated(E,TP).

	Where was the train at 10:00 AM?

query1(C) :- h(t_at(train,LN),TP), planned_stop(LN,C), event_actor(E,train), timepoint(TP,at,T), T=t10_00am.
query1(C) :- h(p_at(train,LN),TP), planned_stop(LN,C), event_actor(E,train), timepoint(TP,at,T), T=t10_00am.
query1(W) :- in(W,C), h(t_at(train,LN),TP), planned_stop(LN,C), event_actor(E,train), timepoint(TP,at,T), T=t10_00am.
query1(W) :- in(W,C), h(p_at(train,LN),TP), planned_stop(LN,C), event_actor(E,train), timepoint(TP,at,T), T=t10_00am.



Questions
	general_query.lp
	Show what happens in the story

	queries-auto.lp

(generated by Question Processor)
	Where was the train on March 15?
	Where was the train at 10:00 AM?
	Where was the train at 10:15 AM?




Questions
	queries.lp
	Where is the Amtrak Station?
	What was the train's destination?
	What time did the train depart?
	What date did the train leave?
	What day did John arrive in New York City?
	If John arrived in New York City as scheduled, what time did he arrive? What date?
	Who punched John's ticket?
	If John did not arrive at the Amtrak station by 10:30 AM, would he have boarded the train?
	Where is John at 10 AM?
	When did the conductor punch the ticket?
	Who owns the ticket after it is punched?




Questions
	queries2.lp
	If John did not have a ticket,
	can he board the train?
	can the conductor punch the ticket?
	queries3.lp
	If the train was an Amtrak train, when would John arrive?
	queries4.lp
	If it has been informed that the train is delayed for departure,
	When will the train arrive its destination?
	When would John arrive?




